The influence of sintering temperature on the critical transition temperature T c and critical current density J c for the MgB 2 superconductor was investigated systematically with the observation of Raman scattering measurement and flux pinning force F p analysis. The enhanced E 2g mode in Raman spectra with increasing in situ sintering temperature shows gradual strengthening of the electron-phonon coupling in MgB 2 , which means that the crystals become more harmonic after higher temperature sintering. However, the crystal harmonicity is degraded for samples sintered at even higher temperature due to Mg deficiency. A possible explanation for the J c ͑H͒ performance, which is in accordance with the Raman spectroscopy observation and F p analysis, is the cooperation between the electron-phonon coupling in the E 2g mode and the flux pinning centers, mainly originating from the lattice distortion due to the different sintering temperatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the surprisingly high critical temperature for a binary system ͑T c =39 K͒ and the lack of weak link effects, the discovery of superconductivity in MgB 2 has attracted intense scientific interest worldwide. 1 A variety of experimental measurements, including those on the isotope effect 2 and the T c pressure dependence, 3 have indicated that MgB 2 is a phonon-mediated superconductor. In particular, the significant boron isotope effect 2, 4 ͑␣ B =−d ln T c / d ln M B = 0.26± 0.03, where M B is the mass of boron͒ and the small magnesium isotope effect 4 ͑␣ Mg = 0.02± 0.01͒ suggest that electron-phonon coupling plays an important role in the pairing mechanism. Further research has found that MgB 2 exhibits a rich multiple-band structure, which has been observed by a number of experimental techniques, such as angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy, the de Haas-van Alphen effect, and the Hall resistivity. [5] [6] [7] These results confirm previous band structure calculations 8, 9 and reveal strongly two-dimensional sp x p y ͑͒ bands, as well as threedimensional p z ͑͒ bands. Owing to the simple hexagonal structure ͑space group P6 / mmm͒, four optical modes at the G point of the Brillouin zone are predicted for MgB 2 : a silent B 1g mode ͑at 87.1 meV, Ϸ700 cm −1 ͒, the E 2g Raman mode ͑at 74.5 meV, Ϸ600 cm −1 ͒, and the infrared active E 2u ͑at 40.7 meV, Ϸ330 cm −1 ͒, and A 2u ͑at 49.8 meV, Ϸ400 cm −1 ͒ modes, where only the E 2g mode is Raman active and strong coupling to the electronic conduction bands is predicted.
The optical E 2g phonon has been found theoretically to lie in the frequency region 515-665 cm −1 , 8, 10, 11 and the broad feature observed in the Raman spectra of pure MgB 2 around 600 cm −1 ͑width ϳ300 cm −1 ͒ has been attributed to this mode. 10, [12] [13] [14] The significant broadening of this Raman peak arises mainly from the exceptionally strong electron-phonon coupling of the E 2g mode to the partially occupied planar boron bands near the Fermi surface, 11, 15 which is due to their large anharmonicities. 11, 16 Since the lattice distortion is one of the most important factors to influence the critical current density J c ͑H͒ it is expected that the changes in the Raman spectra due to the different material processing conditions may reflect changes in the superconducting properties of MgB 2 .
However, the influences of the different sintering temperatures on the band variation and structure are not well understood from a fundamental point of view, but are known to be related to the critical current density J c ͑H͒. 17, 18 To confirm the physical mechanism of the J c ͑H͒ variation and the origin of the flux pinning force, F p =−J c H, with different sintering temperatures, Raman scattering measurements were employed in this study. Raman scattering has the benefits of excellent energy resolution, a relatively large penetration depth, the ability to selectively measure different portions of the Fermi surface͑s͒, 19 and, especially in superconductors, the benefit of revealing both the existence of the superconducting gap and its strong coupling to some of the active Raman phonons. 20 On the basis of the flux pinning force mechanism, it is possible that the J c ͑H͒ behavior can be effectively studied by rapid and convenient Raman spectroscopy to gain better insight into the mechanism that controls the J c ͑H͒.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
MgB 2 superconductor bulks were prepared by an in situ reaction process using mixed powders of micron size magnesium ͑99%͒ and nanosize amorphous boron ͑99.99%͒. The mixtures were ground sufficiently using an agate mortar in an argon gas filled glovebox and pressed into bulks with dimensions of 10 mm in diameter and about 5 mm in thickness under a pressure of ϳ600 MPa. Then the samples were sintered in a tube furnace at 650, 750, 850, and 950°C, respectively, for 30 min, at a heating rate of 5°C / min, and furnace cooled to room temperature. High purity argon gas flow was maintained throughout the sintering process.
All samples were characterized by x-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒ ͑D\max-2200͒ and field emission gun scanning electron microscopy ͑JSM-6700F͒. The crystal structure was refined with the aid of JADE 5.0 software. The Raman scattering was measured by a confocal laser Raman spectrometer ͑Ren-ishaw inVia plus͒ with a 100ϫ microscope. The 514.5 nm line of an Ar + laser was used for excitation, with the laser power maintained at about 20 mW, measured on the laser spot on the samples, in order to avoid laser heating effects on the studied materials. Several spots were selected on the same sample to collect the Raman signals in order to make sure that the results were credible. The magnetization was measured at 5 and 20 K using a physical properties measurement system ͑Quantum Design͒ in a time-varying magnetic field with sweep rate of 50 Oe/ s and amplitude of 8.5 T. The magnetic J c was derived from the height of the magnetization loop ⌬M using the Bean model: J c =20⌬M / ͓a͑1 − a / 3b͔͒, where a and b are the dimensions of the sample perpendicular to the direction of the measurement field, with a Ͻ b. J c versus magnetic field was measured up to 8.5 T. The magnetoresistivity ͑H , T͒ was measured with H applied perpendicular to the current direction, using the four probe method in the temperature range from 4.2 to 300 K and the field range from 0 to 9 T. The T c , irreversibility field H irr , and upper critical field H c2 can be deduced from ͑H , T͒. Figure 1 contains the normalized ambient Raman spectra of MgB 2 sintered at 650, 750, 850, and 950°C for 30 min. There are two peaks in the measurement range from 250 to 1000 cm −1 centered at about 560-580 and 750-790 cm −1 , respectively. The electron-phonon coupling intensity and crystal distortion will influence the Raman shift and the linewidth of the Raman scattering, which can give some insight into the anharmonicity/harmonicity competition of the E 2g mode. The broad peaks at 560-580 cm −1 , associated with the E 2g mode, shift to high frequency with increasing sintering temperature, and the full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of these peaks shows an increasing trend, too. In the theoretical calculations on the ab initio band structure to describe the electron-phonon coupling between the electronic bands and the phonon E 2g mode in MgB 2 , the frequency of the harmonic E 2g mode is located at 600 cm −1 .
III. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
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Some experimental researches on the temperature dependence of the Raman spectra also indicate that the intensity of the E 2g shape weakens with gradually decreasing temperature. 22, 23 The difference is that the E 2g mode shifts to higher frequency and becomes sharp for strong intensity, while the linewidth becomes narrow. The most harmonic E 2g mode in this research is located at 581 cm −1 with a broad FWHM of 285 cm −1 for the sample sintered at 850°C. The great linewidth of the E 2g mode used to be attributed to anharmonic effects in the previous literature, [10] [11] [12] 22, 24, 25 which seems to contradict the trend of the frequency shift in this research. Theoretical calculations have demonstrated that the Raman data can be explained if dynamical effects beyond the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation and electron lifetime effects are included in the phonon self-energy, without invoking anharmonicity. 26 This is consistent with the later harmonic phonon dispersion results 27, 28 obtained from inelastic x-ray scattering. 27, 29, 30 As for the MgB 2 synthesized at the different temperatures, there are a number of defects both in and between the crystals. Eisterer et al. have researched the influence of disorder on the superconducting properties of MgB 2 wires and extracted the mean free path of the charge carriers in the band from the Goŕkov-Goodman relation. 31 The wires fall in the range from moderately clean to the dirty limit, and the increase in the upper critical field ͑H c2 ͒ with increasing disorder leads to higher critical currents in high magnetic fields. In this study, the peaks centered at 750-790 cm −1 are understood to arise from sampling of the phonon density of states ͑PDOS͒ due to disorder. 10, 11, 32 In disordered systems, relaxation of the q-selection rules may occur, leading to Brillouin zone folding and consequently to the appearance in the Raman spectrum of additional features connected with phonons lying beyond the zone center. Hence, the PDOS in anhar- monic MgB 2 is very broad, and its frequency changes greatly with sintering temperature. As shown in Fig. 1 , the samples sintered at lower and higher temperatures display strong defects due to defective crystal growth and the Mg deficiency caused by evaporation, respectively. Note that this PDOS peak of the sample sintered at 850°C is folded into the E 2g mode for these relatively harmonic crystals.
The other properties also show the trend that the crystals become more harmonic with increased sintering temperature. Table I show the measured data for the MgB 2 sintered for 30 min under a series of processing temperatures: 650, 750, 850, and 950°C. The lattice parameters calculated from XRD patterns show the sintering temperature effects on the MgB 2 crystals. The normal state resistivity at 300 K decreases with increasing processing temperature, indicating that the grains grow more perfectly with enlarged intergranular contact areas at higher temperatures. On the other hand, the resistivity behavior near 40 K is attributed to the intragranular defects since, as the temperature decreases, the phonon contribution to the resistivity decreases. 33 Additionally, the increasing residual resistivity ratios ͑RRRs͒ ͓͑300 K͒ / ͑40 K͔͒ are proper evidence for crystalline perfection. At the same time, H irr and H c2 decrease for the same reason, as shown in Table I and Fig. 2 . The H irr ͑T͒ and H c2 ͑T͒ curves are steeper for the samples sintered at lower temperatures, which is in accordance with the variation of resistivities at 40 K. As a result, the T c of MgB 2 increases steadily with increasing sintering temperatures as the crystallinity is improved. The liquid Mg that is present in high temperature sintering makes crystallization easier and more satisfactory. It can be deduced from these characteristics that considerable lattice distortion exists in the samples that were sintered at low temperature due to inefficient crystallization.
The dependences of the peak center, relative intensity, and FWHM on the sintering temperature for the E 2g mode and PDOS distortion of all the samples are presented in Fig.  3 . The relative intensity of the E 2g mode shifts to harmonic behavior with increased sintering temperature, while the intensity of the PDOS distortion becomes weak. This indicates that the crystal distortion tends to decrease with the decreased lattice volume. Although the sample sintered at 950°C should theoretically be more harmonic than any other sample, its crystallinity was degraded by the inevitable evaporation of Mg due to the high partial pressure when the sintering temperature exceeds 900°C, so its E 2g mode is weakened, while the distortion of its PDOS has become much stronger. The sample sintered at 850°C is the most harmonic one, as indicated by its strong E 2g mode at a frequency of 581 cm −1 , combined with a large linewidth ͑285 cm −1 ͒ and by its weak disorder Raman response peak centered at 788 cm −1 , with a small linewidth of 104 cm −1 ; however, its J c ͑H͒ performance is worse than those of the samples sintered at 650, 750, and 950°C, as shown in Fig.  4 . The critical currents are generally high in weak fields and low temperatures, but the J c ͑H͒ of all the samples shows flux jumping when the measurement fields are less than 2.2 T at 5 K. The sample sintered at 750°C shows the highest J c ͑H͒ performance due to both the strong electron-phonon coupling induced by the intense E 2g mode at a frequency of ͑566 cm −1 ͒, which also has a large linewidth ͑240 cm −1 ͒, and the large crystal disorder, which is indicated by a peak at the frequency of 759 cm −1 with a linewidth of 205 cm −1 , as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 . The sample sintered at 650°C also shows high J c ͑H͒ performance because this sample is characterized by both a proper E 2g mode and great crystal distortion for its large volume distortion.
The flux pinning force at 20 K has been analyzed, with the results shown in Fig. 5 for MgB 2 sintered at different temperatures, in order to study the characteristics of the pinning mechanisms in the undoped Mg-B system. Dew-Hughes 34 has proposed a general expression for the normalized pinning force density in a chemical doping system as follows:
where MgB 2 superconductor. This is because the crystal distortions are the origin of most stress-induced flux pinning centers. An ideal condition for perfect J c ͑H͒ performance is the coexistence of intense E 2g mode, abundant grain boundary and significant crystal distortion in polycrystalline MgB 2 .
IV. CONCLUSION
Summarizing, the influence of the superconducting properties of MgB 2 can be predicted by Raman scattering measurements, as both the intensity of its E 2g mode and the crystal distortion can be observed in the Raman spectra. The strength of the electron-phonon coupling, which is related to the E 2g mode at the G point of the Brillouin zone, is the dominant factor that will determine the T c of MgB 2 . On the other hand, the Raman scattering measurements and F p analysis indicate that the intense crystal distortion, which is the origin of most stress-induced flux pinning centers, is the dominant factor for the high J c ͑H͒ performance in MgB 2 superconductor. The samples sintered at 650 and 750°C show high J c ͑H͒ for the perfect conjunction of proper intensity of the E 2g mode, grain boundary, and crystal distortion during the crystallization, while the samples sintered at high temperatures show low J c ͑H͒ for lack of crystal distortion. Furthermore, technologies that can strengthen the E 2g mode and afford enough crystal distortion in MgB 2 at the same time will be the most promising methods to enhance the superconducting performance of this material.
